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In April 2016, computer technicians at the Democratic National Committee discovered that someone

had accessed the organization's computer servers and conducted a theft that is best described as

Watergate 2.0. In the weeks that followed, the nation's top computer security experts discovered

that the cyber thieves had helped themselves to everything: sensitive documents, emails, donor

information, even voice mails. Soon after, the remainder of the Democratic Party machine, the

congressional campaign, the Clinton campaign, and their friends and allies in the media were also

hacked. Credit card numbers, phone numbers, and contacts were stolen. In short order, the FBI

found that more than 25 state election offices had their voter registration systems probed or

attacked by the same hackers. Western intelligence agencies tracked the hack to Russian spy

agencies and dubbed them the Cyber Bears. The media was soon flooded with the stolen

information channeled through Julian Assange, the founder of WikiLeaks. It was a massive attack

on America but the Russian hacks appeared to have a singular goal - elect Donald J. Trump as

president of the United States. New York Times best-selling author and career intelligence officer

Malcolm Nance's fast paced real-life spy thriller takes you from Vladimir Putin's rise through the

KGB from junior officer to spymaster-in-chief and spells out the story of how he performed the

ultimate political manipulation - convincing Donald Trump to abandon 70 years of American foreign

policy including the destruction of NATO, cheering the end of the European Union, allowing Russian

domination of Eastern Europe, and destroying the existing global order with America at its lead. The

Plot to Hack America is the thrilling true story of how Putin's spy agency, run by the Russian

billionaire class, used the promise of power and influence to cultivate Trump as well as his closest

aides, the Kremlin Crew, to become unwitting assets of the Russian government. The goal? To put

an end to 240 years of free and fair American democratic elections.
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I could tell by looking at the reviews (the typical rightward pointing U-shape of the review bars, either

mostly 5 stars or 1 star) that this was a very polarizing book. Unfortunately, it is difficult to use many

of the reviews in such a case to determine the merit of a book, since many probably did not read

much of the book if at all. I can see why this is the case, since the book paints a negative view of

Donald Trump. I try to keep my reviews unfettered by a predetermined bias.That said, Nance

discusses the DNC hack that began around March or April of 2016. Metadata left behind, led to

WikiLeaks and a Russian intelligence organization which is a conglomeration of cyber spying

groups codenamed Cyber Bears. It appears this organization consists of the FSB (former KGB), the

GRU ( Russian Military intelligence), and criminal cyberwarfare subcontractors. The author then

proceeds to give us a history of Russia and its intelligence organizations. He notes that

Ã¢Â€ÂœThis deep history of espionage, intrigue, and murder shaped Vladimir PutinÃ¢Â€Â™s

worldview toward the West.Ã¢Â€Â• To Putin, the ideal situation would be an economically crippled

America, withdrawn from military adventure abroad and NATO, and a leadership installed that is

friendly to Russia. In chapter five, the author discusses RussiaÃ¢Â€Â™s new model of coordinating

all aspects of intelligence, propaganda, and cyber operations, which he calls Ã¢Â€Âœhybrid

warfare.Ã¢Â€Â• We learn about advanced persistent threats or APTs, which are Ã¢Â€Âœa

description of malware toolkits used by hackers.Ã¢Â€Â• These hacker groups have been active in

other countries as well, such as Estonia, Georgia, Lithuania, Kyrgyzstan, and others. Nance

formulates a connection from these cyber groups to WikiLeaks, calling WikiLeaks RussiaÃ¢Â€Â™s

intelligence laundromat. In the current election, neither Assange nor Putin curry any favor of Clinton

making them perfect partners united against this candidate.The timing of these events is obviously

designed to bolster Trump in the polls. For example, we have the leaks prior to the Democratic

National Convention which ended up pitting Bernie supporters against Hillary supporters; after

TrumpÃ¢Â€Â™s speech on immigration after the Mexico visit, DCCC documents from

PelosiÃ¢Â€Â™s computer on immigration and other items were released; within days of the NY

Times stating that anything Trump said needed fact-checking, the Cyber Bears hacked the news

organization; a similar thing occurred with Newsweek, and we could go on.Nance concludes by



saying that, Ã¢Â€ÂœRussian use of cyber weapons to perform criminal acts and damage our

electoral process was intended to remove faith in America itself.Ã¢Â€Â• He sees politics itself under

attack due to hacking and demagoguery. We have to wonder if an attack with a Ã¢Â€Âœweapon of

Mass DisruptionÃ¢Â€Â• has yet to occur. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s all quite sobering to think about.

Very good book. took me some time because all of the different factions required me to back up to

see if i understood it the 1st time. After reading, i got the sense Russia is several years advanced on

our spy technology.

Amazing book. Such an important look into how our election is attempting to be rigged by Russia for

Trump!

A great book. A must read!

Amazingly insightful. Great to read someone who knows what goes on in our intelligence agencies.

Mr. Nance has the creds.

Very interesting read. It is now obvious that Putin and his team of cyber warriors effected the

outcome of the election.

This book broadened my perspective on cyber security. I've recommended it to several friends and

relatives.

Fascinating and thorough explanation of how the US Intelligence Community can say with certainty

that Russian hacks and Wkileaks dumps were all about destroying American democracy in 2016.
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